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Abstract. Each natural language has its own linguistic characters. In this paper,
we investigated the optimum attributes between Korean and Chinese for document classification. To discover the best feature among language-independent
n-grams, language-dependent morphemes and some other combined feature sets,
the experiments on Interment news in each language were done. This paper
used SVM as a machine learning algorithm. As a result, bi-gram was the best
feature in Korean text categorization, and ‘uni-gram+noun+verb+idiom’ set
showed the best performance in Chinese.
Keywords: Document Classification, Feature Selection, N-gram, Morpheme

1 Introduction
The rapid growth of information on the Internet has led to information overload and
hence the importance of intelligent NLP (natural language processing) applications,
such as document classification, text summarization and Q&A system, is getting
greater and greater. In order to implement these applications, we need to represent
input documents into the form of machine-processable format. One of the most representative methods is “Bag of Words (BOW)” method. The constituting unit of the
BOW might be flexible such as words, morphemes and n-grams. This paper conducted the automatic document classification using n-grams as language-independent features and morphemes as language-dependent ones on Korean and Chinese documents,
and compared the classification results among features.
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2 Related Researches
In English text classification, [1] and [2] used the words as the basic feature set. [1]
attached part-of-speech (POS) tags to get better performance, and both research employed uni-grams and bi-grams. [3] indicated the feature that combined all four kind
of features proposed in the paper showed the best results and meantime the bi-gram
set contributed most in the performance of the classification. Besides, there were also
studies about domain name classification using bi-grams and sentiment analysis using
POS information [4], [5]. [6] and [7] concerned about Korean text classification feature sets. [6] added date information since term weight of a word changes according to
the time periods, and [7] expected improvements in performance by using mixed features which composed with words, relationships of words and its extensions. In Chinese text categorization, [8] obtained better results by adding dependency relationships to words, and [9] used uni-grams and gained fairly good performance.
In Chinese document classification, no integrated research on comparison among
basic features was found, so this research is to investigate which feature set is the best
one. Concurrently, the study also meant to do comparative research with the preceding
study on Korean basic feature sets.

3 Document Classification

3.1

Data

3.1.1 Korean Internet News
24,605 articles from Politics, Economy, Society, Sports, Entertainment and Culture
categories were used. 350 articles from each category, in other word, 2,100 articles
were used as test data.
3.1.2 Chinese Internet News
20,127 Internet news made up of Politics, Economy, Law, Military, Energy, Property,
Sports, Entertainment news were used. 300 articles were extracted from each category
and totally 2,400 articles were used for testing.
3.2

Classification Process

Figure 1 is showing the process of classifying news documents. In Korean experiments, after conducting morpheme analysis, we constructed the noun set and the
Copyright © 2015 SERSC
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‘noun+verb+adjective’ set. Meanwhile, the bi-gram and the tri-gram set were created.
In Chinese experiments, we constructed the noun set, the ‘noun+idiom’ set, and the
‘noun+verb+adjective+idiom’ set. The ‘idiom’ is the special POS of Chinese morpheme analyzer. For n-gram, we constructed the uni-gram set and the bi-gram set.
Chinese does not have word spacing, so we constructed three kind of bi-gram sets, the
ordinary character-based bi-gram, the character-based skip bi-gram at most 1-word
apart set and morpheme-based bi-gram. For example, if there is a sentence
“我是学生”, the morpheme-based bi-gram results are “我是, 是学生”, since morphological results are “我/pron. 是/v. 学生/n.” This special bi-gram set will be noted as
‘bi_morph’ in the following texts. Furthermore, we also tested the ‘uni-gram+bigram’ set and another compound feature sets combining the best n-gram feature and
the best performed morphological feature from each language.

Fig. 1. Document Classification Process

3.3 Tools
We used KOMA as a Korean morpheme analyzer that developed by POSTECH KLE
Lab, and CorpusWordParser[10] developed by Ministry of Education and Institute of
Applied Linguistics as a Chinese morpheme analyzer. WEKA[11] from Waikato University is used as the data mining library to execute SVM training. We applied 5-fold
cross validation on the dataset.
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4 Experiments

4.1

Korean Document Classification

Figure 2 shows the result of Korean news text classification. The graph indicates that
the bi-grams shows the best result, and the tri-grams shows the lowest performance. It
is considered that morphological features like nouns and ‘noun+verb+adjective’ can
be varied by the precision of the morphological analyzer, differing from n-grams extracted stably. The reason of low performance of tri-grams is estimated as the extracted tri-grams could not involve all cases appear in Korean language.

Fig. 2. Results of Korean Document Classification

4.2 Chinese Document Classification
The experiment result of classifying Chinese news texts is presented in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Results of Chinese Document Classification
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Differing from Korean, uni-gram plays an important role in Chinese. The reason is
probably because each character in Chinese provides much more information than in
Korean. So, we assume the Chinese uni-gram contains almost same amount of information as the Korean bi-gram. The F-Measure of the Chinese bi-grams was around
0.56~0.7, too low to appear in the graph. This is a similar result with Korean tri-gram.
The ‘uni-gram+noun+verb+adjective+idiom’ set shows the best performance, followed by uni-grams. Like bi-grams in Korean experiments, the uni-gram set in Chinese seems to provide proper information. And, the performance difference between
the noun set and the ‘noun+idiom’ set was not large, so they are showing almost same
results in the graph. In addition, the bi_morph features showed better result than bigrams because the bi_morph features implicitly contained part-of-speech information
while the ordinary bi-grams not. And also, 1-skip-bi-gram set showed better result
than the ordinary bi-gram set. This is probably the skip-bi-gram has much more expression cases than the ordinary one.
4.3 Overall Analysis
The bi-grams in Korean and the uni-grams in Chinese contributed a lot in performance
improvement. And bi-grams in Chinese and tri-grams in Korean recorded the lowest
F-Measure. This implies, when proper ‘n’ was set in n-gram, language independent ngrams play significantly beneficial role compared to language dependent morphemes.
Therefore, it is vital to determine suitable ‘n’ according to the type of natural languages. The ‘uni-gram+bi-gram’ feature set was tested as the compound feature in
both languages. The feature showed pretty high F-Measure in either language. Especially in Korean experiments, it showed the best result when the amount of features
was small. Also, when the number of features getting larger, its F-Measure value was
slightly lower than the bi-grams, the best feature set in Korean. Meanwhile in Chinese,
it showed the most stable result despite of the quantity rise of features.
On the other hand, the compound feature set which combined the optimal language
independent feature and the optimal language dependent feature showed interesting
results. In Korean, we constructed the ‘bi-gram+noun’ set and similarly constructed
‘uni-gram+noun+verb+adjective+idiom’ features in Chinese. The feature set performs badly in Korean text classification, while shows best performance in Chinese
experiments. It means in Korean, morphological information plays rather negative
effects. In contrary, those morphological information contributed positively to semantic disambiguation existing between Chinese characters and words made up of those
characters in Chinese.

5 Conclusions
We investigated the optimal features in Korean and Chinese document classification.
Morphemes, which are language dependent features, and n-gram, which are language
independent features, were extracted as basic features. And as the compound features,
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the ‘uni-gram+bi-gram’ set and ‘the optimum n-gram set+the optimum morphological feature set’ are extracted. And these features are compared between two languages.
To sum up, as a basic feature set, in Chinese, uni-gram showed the best result. In Korean, bi-grams showed the best result.
The optimal feature set will be used in our further research like document summarization and summarization. Additionally, we are considering to utilize syntactic and
semantic information using WordNet as additional features for document representation.
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